
1.15 Word Syllable PoS L2 Definition Collocation Word Family

781 unit Oo noun single thing or person; a part of something larger a new unit; basic unit; large unit; unit cost unity (n)

782 card O noun small piece of paper or plastic used as I.D. send a card; birthday card; business card card (v)

783 hospital Ooo noun building for sick people, with doctors and nurses stay in a hospital; work in a hospital; leave a hospital hospitalize (v)

784 quickly Oo adverb without taking a lot of time; fast speak quickly; run quickly; write quickly quick (adj)

785 interview Ooo verb To formally ask questions about a given topic I was interviewed for the job. Interview about sth. interviewer (n); interviewee 
(n); interview (n)

786 agreement oOo noun when you share the same opinion or reach a decision come to an agreement; verbal agreement; trade agreement agree (v); disagreement 
(n)

787 release oO verb To allow to leave a jail, cage, prison, etc release the fish; release a new CD; release the prisoner release (n)

788 tax O noun Money taken by a government from its people pay tax; consumption tax; collect taxes tax (v)

789 solution oOo noun Something that ends a problem find a solution; seek a solution; look for a solution resolution (n)

790 capital Ooo adjective Main, or major capital murder; capital city; working capital capital (n); capitalize (v)

791 popular Ooo adjective liked or enjoyed by many people popular culture; popular restaurant; popular hobby popularize (v); 
popularity (n)

792 specific oOo adjective Special or particular; clearly presented or stated a specific problem; specific time; be specific specify (v); 
specification (n)

793 beautiful Ooo adjective Having very attractive or appealing physical qualities beautiful scenery; a beautiful spot; look beautiful beauty (n); beautifully 
(adv)

794 fear O noun unpleasant feeling caused by being aware of danger irrational fear; a fear of snakes; nothing to fear fear (v); fearful (adj); 
fearless (adj)

795 aim O noun act of pointing something at a target She has good aim with the bow. General aim; overall aim aim (v)

796 television Oooo noun device that broadcasts programs, movies or show I saw her on television. watch television; turn on the 
television televise (v); TV (n)

797 serious Ooo adjective Needing thought or concentration; important; in a sober manner serious issue; look serious; be serious seriously  (adv); 
seriousness (n)

798 target Oo noun a goal or amount you are trying to achieve a new sales target; hit the target; move the target target (v)

799 degree oO noun unit for measuring temperature or angles get a degree in English; 3rd degree burn

800 pull O verb To hold something and move it toward you pull the rope; pull hard; pull yourself free pull (n)


